Summary-Several theorems are derived by using the reaction concept. They apply to single frequency sources of finite extent, and to fields which are finite and continuous on a hypothetical closed surface S whose inside or outside is source-free.
I. INTRODUCTION
w UYGESS proposed his famous principle in connection with optical effects. At the time, the electromagnetic nature of light mas unknown, and consequently the original statement of the principle appears rather vague to the present-day reader. However, i t turns out that the idea behind Huygens' principle is confirmed by field theory and thus applies not only to optics but essentially to any part of physics which can be treated b~7 some type of field theory, such as gravitation, elasticity, acoustics, electricity, magnetism and many more. Vi' e therefore begin with a statement of the principle which applies to any of these phenomena, as follows.
Given some source denoted by g, we imagine a hypothetical surface S which encloses g. Then there is a certain source h which when spread over S gives the same field outside Sas g. In other words, h is equivalent to g for all points of observation outside S. The equivalent or Huygens' source h is not unique: the different forms of h give different internal fields but all give the same external field of course.
Although this is intended to be a theoretical stud>-, the widespread practical applications of Huygens' idea should be mentioned. I t will be seen from our statement of the principle that the first step in any application is to pick some closed surface S which separates the Research active part of the system (the source) from the passive part. As an illustration, consider the problem of designing an aircraft antenna for a certain radiation pattern, for example the pattern of an elementary dipole. Anyone who has made measurements of aircraft antennas would soon become convinced of the utter impossibility of doing this at, say, 10-cm wavelength, because the pattern of a single antenna on the aircraft is very complicated and adding more antennas seems to make it worse. Yet a solution exists, and Huygens'
principle tells us what it is: taking S as the surface of the aircraft, which we assume to be closed and perfectly conducting, S must be covered with tangential magnetic dipoles of surface density K = E X n where E is the field of the dipole whose field is to be simulated. The current interest in stereophonic sound suggests another example. In this case the active part of the system is the orchestra; so we can take S as an imaginary cubicle surrounding one of the audience. The next step is to construct an actual model of this cubicle making sure the inside is the same as it was in the orchestra hall. Then the listener seated in the cubicle will hear the orchestra exactly as it was in the hall, if the n7alls of the cubicle are covered with loudspeakers hooked up so as to reproduce the original distribution of normal velocity or pressure over S. Again, to produce an even 70°F in a room, the walls must be covered with heaters (or coolers) so as to maintain 70" a t the walls. The temperature anywhere inside will be exactly 70" no matter how hot or cold it is outside. The problem of reproducing a picture in three dimensions, which is of current interest to the film industry, is another example. If the screen surrounded the audience we would have our closed surface S which can now be thought of as a window separating the viewers from the picture. Then we would get a result which is optically indistinguishable from the real thing if we could project onto S the same distribution of light as i n the real case. There is no end to the applications, and, in the light of practical experience, the results predicted by the principle are in many cases amazing. The literature on Huygens' principle [1]- [8] goes back to 1690, but the material which refers to electromagnetic waves is practically confined to the twentieth century. I t is a rather difficult subject and the reader will find considerable differences between the references cited.
The principle is probably most familiar to radio engineers under the name of Schelkunoff's equivalence theorem although Schelkunoff pointed out that Larmor originated this particular theorem. On the other hand, mathematicians would probably think of the subject as a collection of theorems which state how the field on one side of a closed surface is uniquely determined by its behavior on the boundary.
In the present paper, the subject will be approached from the point of view of the reaction concept
[9]. Since this method is probably unfamiliar to many readers, the reaction approach will first be explained by showing how it is used to derive some of the established forms of Huygens' principle. The method will then be used to obtain some new results.
Turning now to the specific case of radio waves, suppose that the medium is uniform, e.g., free space, and that S is an infinite plane (which is not a closed surface but, as we shall see, the principle still applies).
Then some of the established forms of Huygens' principle are as follows :
1) h consists of tangential electric and magnetic dipole distributions of surface densities Jh and Kh where Jh = n X and Kh = Eo X n,
E, and H , denoting the electric and magnetic fields a t S due to g (ie., the primary field) and n denoting a unit vector normal to S pointing away from g;
2) h is a tangential magnetic dipole distribution of surface density 2Kh;
3) h is a tangential electric dipole distribution of surface density 2Jh.
The first form gives zero field on the left, whereas 2) and 3) plainly do not. Note also that 1) requires a knowledge of both tangential E , and tangential H,, 
the scalar functionsf, andf, being the Hertz potentials. In words, ( 2 ) and (3) state that the field is represented as the superposition of a transverse electric (TE) part (E,H,) and a transverse magnetic (TM) part (EJZ,), TE and TM being defined with respect to the n axis. Note that (3) suggests that Ee and Em are the fields of certain distributions of electric and magnetic dipoles pointing in the direction normal to S. Now let us compare these two ways of representing the field to the right of S. First note that form 3) of Huygens' principle is similar to the Hertz potential method (3) in this respect; they both express the field in terms of two complex scalar functions, the former in terms of the tangential components of H , at S and the latter in terms of fm and fe. They differ in the respect that the equivalent source in 3) consists of tangential electric dipoles, but in (3) it consists of normal electric and magnetic dipoles. This suggests that if (3) is valid in general we ought to be able to find a form of Huygens'
principle in which h consists of normal electric and magnetic dipoles. The study of such a theorem for a n arbitrary surface is the main purpose of this paper.
THE REACTION METHOD
Maxwell's equations for a single frequency can be written in the phasor form
in which E and H represent the radio wave field, 2 and Y the environment, J and K the source; E , H , J , and K are complex vectors. The source functions J and R represent the densities of electric and magnetic current moment, or let us say simply the electric and magnetic dipoles. Let J,K, and JbKb denote two different sources, EaH. and EbHb denoting the corresponding fields. Let
the integral being taken over all space, i e . , over the source a, since there is no contribution where J , and K , vanish. Then it can be shown that
( a b ) =$ (Ea X a b -Ea X H a ) .ndS (8) S with these provisions.
1)
The sources do not extend to infinity or, more precisely, the integral in (6) is finite.
2) Z and Yare scalars (isotropic medium).
3) There is some loss (or radiation). 4) In (7), 2, =Zb, Y. = Y b everywhere; i e . , the sources a and b are in the same environment. 5) S separates a and b ; i.e., on one side of SJ,=O, K,=O and on the other side Jb =0, R h =O. The unit normal vector n points from a to b. 6) In (S), the environment for b is the same as in (6), but for a it is the same only on the side of S where a is situated; i t can be different on the other side (obviously a and b can be interchanged in this statement). 
But, from (6) we see that if h consists of the surface densities JI, and Kh of electric and magnetic dipoles on S, by definition
Therefore if Jh = n x Ha and R h = E, X n,
for all f outside S. In other words, the Huygens' source h is equivalent to the given source. Similarly by taking f inside S, (8) shows that (ht) = 0; i.e., h has zero effect inside S. Thus we have established form
(1) of Huygens' principle, mentioned earlier. Note that the derivation is valid for the general heterogeneous isotropic medium: it can be extended to the anisotropic case by using a more general formula for the reaction [ 9 ] .
A quicker way of getting this result is to argue as follows. Consider the field which is equal to EgHa outside S and zero inside S. Then the boundary conditions a t S require the electric and magnetic dipole distributions given by (11). However, this kind of argument assumes that such a field can exist, whereas the method preceding (1 1) does not depend on this assumption.
To show that S can be replaced by an infinite plane, take S as the surface of a hemisphere consisting of Sp the plane part and SC the curved part. Then we have to show that the contribution from k, the part of h on SC, becomes insignificant for large radius. Thus, consider
But at large distances R from g and f -
N X E g = ( $ H a + O [ i ]
(tt being radial) assuming a uniform medium a t large R. Therefore, r 1 -I as was to be proved. The other forms of Huygens' principle mentioned in the introduction are obtained by using condition 6).
For ease of reference, let us take b inside S (and a outside therefore). P u t Y b = outside s: this is allowed by condition (6). Thus, b is in cavity with n X Eb = 0 on the wall S, but a is in free space (for example). The field of b is therefore not the same as in free space and to distinguish it we use the subscript 1. Thus, repre- Note that (ba) refers to free space and (bc)1 refers to the cavity. The physical interpretation of (14) is, therefore, that c in the cavity gives the same field as a in free space. Thus, we obtain a Huygens source consisting of magnetic dipoles K = E X n backed by a perfect conductor (Y= a). (This result can be obtained more directly as follows. I t is known that tangential E is discontinuous at a tangential magnetic dipole sheet K by the amount n X K . Therefore if one side of the sheet is a perfect conductor, on the other side tangential E must equal n X K. Thus, the magnetic dipole sheet K =Ea Xn, backed by a perfect conductor, reproduces the same tangetial E on S as E,. However, this argument assumes that tangential EZon S specifies the field uniquely, which can be established by a similar argument [ 1 8 ] , [19] .) When Sis an infinite plane and the medium is uniform, the method of images shows that K backed by Y = t~ is equivalent to 2K in free space [ 1 8 ] , [19] , which gives form 2) of Huygens' principle mentioned in the Introduction.
Returning to (12) 
where n points away from a ; (15)
Hence, d is equivalent to b: the Huygens source consists of the electric dipoles J d = nXHbl in free space. Now since EblHbl is the field of a in a conducting cavity, minus J d is the current induced in the wall. (This form of Huygens' principle can also be deduced from more elementary considerations for, assuming that the total field beyond the wall is zero, the field of the wall currents must be equal and opposite to the free-space field of a for all external points.) The form 3 ) of Huygens' principle mentioned in the Introduction is obtained by taking S as an infinite plane and using the method of images. This gives n X Hal = 2nXHa and, thus, we obtain form 3 ) . Note that "inside" and "outside" can be interchanged; ;.e., these forms of Huygens' principle apply to internal or external regions.
I t may seem that the reaction method is a rather heavy handed way of getting these results because they can be derived by using simpler methods. There are two objections to these simpler methods, however. One is that they are not rigorous; the other is that they cannot be extended to the case of normal dipoles.
Analogous results are obtained by a like modification
More generally, by taking Z = over part of S and Y = a over the rest, we obtain h in the form of tangential electric dipoles over part of S and tangential magnetic dipoles over the rest. This leads to the theorem that the field is uniquely determined by the boundary values of tangential E over part of S and tangential H over the rest, as follows. If gl and gz are two sources having these boundary conditions in common, then it follows immediately that (glt) = ( g d ) for all f ; ;.e., gl and gz are indistinguishable on the source-free side of the boundary.
Although the condition n X E = O at a perfect conductor is well known, i t is seldom well proved in the text books, and since this is clearly a key point, some comment may be worth while. To prove the point i t must be deduced from the Maxwell equations (4) and (5) by considering the limit as Y+.c on one side of a surface S. One way of doing this is to show that the intrinsic wavelength X-0 as Y-+ a. Then, relative to X, S is effectively plane, provided its radius of curvature is finite. Hence, the problem is reduced to consideration of a plane boundary which can be analyzed fairly simply.
In summary, the method described in this section consists of the following steps: 1) Apply some appropriate boundary condition on the field of source b to the reaction integral (8) .
2) Manipulate the result so that it has the standard form for the reaction with source a. Treat a as a test source to get an equivalence theorem for the source b.
3) Treat b as a test source in this relation to get a uniqueness theorem in terms of the boundary values of E , and Ha. 4) Manipulate the result of 1) so that i t has the standard form for the reaction with source b. Treat b as a test source to get a different type of equivalence theorem.
In the following sections we will carry out these steps for the boundary condition n -E b = 0 and n -H b = 0.
111. THE BOUNDARY CONDITION n.E =0, n.H= 0
The preceding section suggests that to investigate whether the field can be uniquely represented in terms of n -E and n.H at S, we should consider a sheet of sources which gives a prescribed discontinuity in n -E and n.H backed with a medium which makes n . E = O and n-H=O. In this section we consider the possibility of such a medium, the main point being to show that the imposition of the boundary conditions n. E = O and n.H= 0 on S is consistent with the Maxwell equations (4) and (5), and is similar to the more familiar boundary conditions at a perfect conductor.
I t follows from (4) and (5) curved boundary can therefore be treated as locally plane. That normal incidence is exceptional is to be expected because E . n and H -n then vanish everywhere, and obviously the imposition of the boundary condition E -n = O and H.n=O has no effect. With this exception (which applies only to the infinite plane boundary) we see that the medium is effectively unique in the same sense that a perfect conductor is effectively unique. (Section VI11 shows that this exception is insignificant.)
We shall now show that if 72. E = 0 and n . H = 0 on a closed surface S , then IL X E = n X '74 and FZ X H = n X O$; (17) ;.e., the tangential components of E or H can be expressed as the gradient of a scalar. T o prove (17) we take a curvilinear coordinate system in which n forms the first unit vector. If the external medium is isotropic, i t follows from n -H = 0 that which is equivalent to the first of (17 on S. I t shows that the field on the source-free side of S is uniquely determined by n -E and n -N at S, for if al and a2 represent two sources which have the same boundary values of n -E and ne H , (21) shows that ((al-a2) on n.Ea and n . H a which follow from the Maxwell equations (4) and (5).
As a simple application we can use (21) to prove the impossibility of an isotropic source. If there were such a thing, it would give uniform n -E and n . H on the surface of a sphere. But, as we have j u s t seen, this is inconsistent with Maxwell's equations. Therefore, n + E and n -H must be zero and (21) shows that this means the field must be zero.
The physical interpretation of (21) is seen by comparing it with the fundamental formula for reaction (6) .
Eq. (21) states that b is equivalent to a surface density $ b y of normal electric dipoles and a surface density + b z of normal magnetic dipoles in free space. Note that +b and $bb are determined by the tangential components of Eb and Hb at the boundary which makes n.Eb = 0 and n*Hb = 0. Thus, to find the equivalent density of normal dipoles, we first imagine source b to be inside a cavity in such a material as to make n.Eb = 0 and = 0 at the cavity mall. Then assuming the field beyond the cavity wall to be zero, which can be justified by considering the plane boundary in the manner indicated in Section 111 (see the Appendix), the field due to the sources induced in the wall must be equal and opposite to the field of 6 . The induced sources must therefore consist of the normal electric and magnetic dipoles -4bY and -962 (a result which is verified directly in the Appendix). The determination of this form of Huygens' source requires the solution to the cavity problem described above and evidently can be carried out only when S is a particularly simple surface. For example, if S is the cross section of a lossless waveguide ( S is then effectively closed) and the incident field is a TE mode, the normal dipole distribution induced on the surface of the anisotropic boundary turns out to be proportional to the longitudinal component of H in the incident mode (see the Appendix). In this case (21) states that the field radiated from the open end of such a waveguide is the same as if we put this distribution of longitudinal magnetic dipoles in the opening and removed the primary source.
There are some problems for which 4 and + are not single valued. For example take a coaxial line made of perfect conductors. Suppose that the field is the TEM mode (for which E , = 0 and H , = 0 , n being in the direction of the axis). Then if me choose S to be normal to the z axis in between the conductors, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , While this argument is consistent, it is open to question because the field has a singularity just inside the inner conductor; the vector V X H behaves like a Dirac &function and therefore the equation n-VXH=O is meaningless. In effect, we did not treat S as a closed surface, but as two parts, without considering what happens on the boundary line between these two parts. The problem of the singularity can be approached by starting with conductors which are not perfect and taking the limit as 6-a. Now the boundary condition n* H = 0 n . E = 0 is no longer without effect because the TEM mode cannot exist for finite conductivity. In this case, it is easy to check that the theorem applies without question. The result for the perfect conductor thus depends on whether .we introduce the boundary condition n -E = O n.H=O before, or after, taking the limit In summary, (21) states that any source can be replaced by a distribution of normal electric and magnetic poles spread over the closed surface S, provided the field is finite and continuous on S. (The equivalence applies only on the source-free side of S, of course). I t U + W . also shows that the field is uniquely determined by the boundary values of n . E and n -H subject to the same provision.
V. NORMALLY DIRECTED QUADRUPOLES
We have seen that by considering a as a test source, (21) gives a form of Huygens' principle in which the Huygens source consists of normally directed dipoles in free space. Alternatively, we can consider b as a test source but then the right side of (21) is not in a standard form so that the physical interpretation is not clear. I t turns out that (21) can be put into the form of the reaction with a certain quadrupole distribution. We therefore take up the properties of quadrupoles in this section.
The general quadrupole can be taken as two dipoles of moment + p separated by an amount represented by -the vector m, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Thus, if q represents an electric quadrupole and t a test source,
where Ee(A) =field of t at point A .
/ -P If 9 and m are both parallel to n,
where Q represents the strength of this normally directed quadrupole. Thus, for a surface densityfQ of such quadrupoles
Take a system of curvilinear coordinates with n as the first unit vector. Then in the conventional notation over f, (dropping the subscript t for the present).
NOW V. YE=O.
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Therefore, which we saw gave Note that Therefore, if
[see (17) ]. Thus,f, is now backed by the medium which makes n.E=O and n.H=O. From (26), then,
h1YE). (28)
We now introduce the boundary condition
Thus, the quadrupole layer p is on the surface of a material which makes normal 
Substitution in (32) eliminates the first term, giving
This has the same form as the first term in (21). Evidently the second term can be expressed in terms of the analogous magnetic quadruple distribution. Hence, (2 1) gives a Huygens source consisting of surface densities f and g of normally-directed electric and magnetic quadrupoles backed by the medium which makes n.E = 0 and n H = 0, f and g being given by
n -E , and n.H, being the normal values of the free-space given field. I t will be noticed that (35) For example, if the given field is the mth TM mode in a waveguide parallel to the z axis, taking S as a cross section of the waveguide gives Thus, the mode is generated by the quadrupole distribution YE,,/Km2 backed by the boundary which makes n.E=O and n.H=O.
When the surface S is plane, the effect of the boundary conditions is easy to work out. Fig. 3 shows an electric dipole in front of a plane boundary on which n -E = 0
n . H = 0. Since the dipole is in the normal direction, n e H = 0 everywhere. We see that an equal and opposite image gives n. E = 0. Fig. 4 shows what this result gives for a quadrupole: me see that the image of the quadrupole is the same as the object. When the quadrupole is on the surface i t is therefore the same as one of double strength in free space. Thus, in our example of the previous paragraph, the mode is generated by the quadrupole density 2 YE,,/Km2 spread over the cross section of the waveguide. By the same kind of argument, i t is easily seen that a normal magnetic quadrupole on an ideal metal plane TE modes are present, the argument of the previous paragraph shows that the radiating aperture is equivalent to a distribution of magnetic quadrupoles in free space. Thus, we can construct a practical magnetic quadrupole antenna by exciting the waveguide with the lowest TE mode for which E is circular and uniform around the axis. From symmetry it can be seen that the diffraction at the aperture will not generate any T-M modes, and, thus, the condition for pure magnetic quadrupole radiation is satisfied. The electric field everywhere is parallel to the metal plane. T o simulate a point quadrupole, the diameter of the waveguide would have to be small compared to the wavelength, which would require dielectric loading of the waveguide. Fig. 5 shows how dipole and quadrupole antennas can be constructed by using shunt or series excitation. In practice they will give a mixture of the various electric and magnetic dipole and quadrupole effects: to avoid this, l/d and X/I should be as large as possible. The electric antenna is coaxial. The magnetic antenna is a split cylinder, which in the case of the quadrupole is bisected except for a thin connection on one side of the split. n.E=O and n.H=O, gives a field for which n -E = 0 and n * H = 0 on S. I t follows from the theorem of Section IV that the field is zero everywhere. This is analogous to the result that a sheet of tangential electric dipoles, backed by a perfect conductor, gives zero field.
The sheet of normal dipoles has a simple connection with the Hertz potentials fe andf, introduced in (2) and ( 3 ) . Obviously, normal electric dipoles do not react with the TE field generated byfe. The effect on the T M field is represented b~7 a discontinuity of ( -G) in df,/&z, fm being continuous. However, the Hertz potential method is limited to certain coordinate systems [15] and to a uniform medium.
For a surface density F , of normal electric quadrupoles, i t can be shown by using (28) that
The last term represents the reaction between the test source t and a sheet of normal dipoles and can therefore be transformed by (40) to read -a,*% x v(7)]a. and a discontinuity in normal YE of amount as we saw in (37) ; tangential E and normal ZII are continuous. The tangential magnetic dipoles give a discontinuity in tangential E of amount (47) but no discontinuity in n.ZH or tangential H or ne YE. Thus, F , gives a discontinuity (45) in tangential H , a discontinuity (46) in normal Y E , a discontinuity (47) i n tangential E , and continuity of normal ZH. The magnetic quadrupole sheet is analogous. In cases where the Hertz Botential method can be used, the sheet of normal electric quadrupoles has no effect of ff and gives a discontinuity F , i n fm and a discontinuity -F,V-n i n The term V . n Yin (44) has an interesting effect where the curvature of S is very large. For example, V . n = 1/p for a cylinder of radius p. Then we see from (44), that K--l/p so K-+= as p+O. This means that at an edge, the surface density K becomes a line density concentrated on the edge. By taking I ' to be uniform, we find that the line density (or "edge current" as it is sometimes called) equals (*4/ IqVF,, where A is the wedge angle.
dfmld?2.
VII. A COMBINATION OF DIPOLES AND QVAD-RUPOLES WHICH GIVES ZERO ON ONE SIDE
We saw in the Introduction that the combination of JJ, and Kh in (1) gave the primary field on one side of S and zero on the other side. This suggests that an appropriate combination of normal dipoles and quadrupoles might give the primary field on one side and zero on the other. To investigate this possibility we replace the normal dipoles and quadrupoles by the equivalent tangential dipoles J and K given in Section VI. Thus, if U and 17 are the surface densities of normal electric and magnetic dipoles, and F and G are the surface densities of normal electric and magnetic quadrupoles, then and
The tangential electric dipoles give a discontinuity in tangential H of amount
We see that (48) and (49) can be written in the form which determines P from tangential H. By (49) and
( S O ) , V and G are found from
where PQRS are independent functions if U Vfg are independent. Now we know that if J = n X H , and and by (38) g is found from K = E , X n , as in ( l ) , the proposition is proved. I t therefore remains to show that we can always find PQRS so hlVT.ZVr (") = -za,.
that any J and K are represented by (50) and (51). h J Clearly it is sufficient to consider J alone since K has the same form. From (50) after some manipulation, we obtain Similarly, from (51) with K = E X x,
and Let Q be a solution of (52). Let
Then whence it follows, after a few steps, that
where P is an arbitrary function. On substitution from (53) for J', this gives J in the form (50). Hence, given any continuous vector function J defined on S, we can always find P and Q to fit the representation ( S O ) , and the proposition is thereby proved. From (52) with J = n X H , we get or since
which is the same as (37). Thus, F= f , as defined in
Thus, the combinationof normal electric and magnetic dipoles U and V and normal electric and magnetic quadrupoles f and g gives the primary field on one side of S a n d zero field on the other, iff and g satisfy (37) and (38), and Uand Vsatisfy (60), (61), (62), and (63).
This result simplifies considerably if S is plane, because hl = l and therefore Hence, a",
Since the combination gives zero on one side of S, we can introduce a perfect conductor ( n X E = 0) on that side. This annuls the contributions from V and f and doubles the contributions from U and g. Thus, the Huygens source can be taken as the electric dipoles 2 U and magnetic quadrupoles 2g in free space. As an example, consider diffraction through a hole in a plane metal screen. On the screen H, = O and dE,/dn = -VT*E =0, so by (64) and (65) we can take U = 0 and g = 0 on the screen.
The diffracted field is therefore the same as the field of the electric dipoles 2 U and magnetic quadrupoles 2g in 
Yh12
Yh1' electric dipoles
These results have some applications in the general problem of direction finding with an antenna consisting of an aperture in a horizontal metal surface. The direction of an incoming wave is to be found from the variation of received voltage, as the antenna is rotated around a vertical axis. One of the key problems in this type of measurement is known as polarization error: in essence the calibration depends drastically on the polarization of the wave unless the antenna is designed very carefully. Now if the antenna is equivalent to an array of vertically-polarized electric dipoles it will pick up only the vertically-polarized component of E , regardless of the direction of the incoming wave, as for example in the Adcock direction finder. I t is thus free of polarization error. The condition for this is V = O , or from (65) a H n o = -
which is satisfied b y a n y T M mode. Similarly, if the direction finder is to pick up only the horizontal E component, the aperture field must satisfy which is satisfied by any TE mode. For an arbitrary antenna the polarization error is the result of the combined contributions from the electric and magnetic vertical dipoles, which are given by the formulas in this section.
Returning to the surface of arbitrary shape, let us see what is the effect of an ideal metal backing (nXE=O) on the combination of electric and magnetic dipoles and quadrupoles denoted by UVf and g at the beginning of this section. As we have seen in Section 11, the result is equivalent to tangential magnetic dipoles K on the metal surface, K being given in terms of UTrfg by (49). The first and third terms of (49) represent normal electric dipoles of density
The second term represents normal magnetic quadrupoles of density g. Thus, there is a certain distribution of normal electric dipoles and magnetic quadrupoles on a metal surface of arbitrary shape which is equivalent to the primary source. In practice, it would take the form of an array of coaxial waveguides for the electric dipoles and circular waveguides for the magnetic quadrupoles as descriSed in Section 17.
VII. A hfULTIP0LE COMBINATION O F VERTICAL DIPOLES WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO A HORIZONTAL DIPOLE
suggests that there might be a combination of vertical dipoles, in multipole formation at the same point, which is equivalent to a horizontal dipole. T o investigate this possibility we take the horizontal dipole in free space and pointing in the x direction, the z direction being vertical. We wish to find a combination of electric and magnetic multipoles composed of dipoles pointing in the z direction, which is equivalent to an electric dipole pointing in the . 1 : direction. Since any z-directed electric dipole gives zero Hz, the contributions to Hz must come entirely from the magnetic multipoles. We therefore seek a magnetic multipole combination which gives the same H, as the x-directed electric dipole. In the same way we adjust the electric multipole combination to reproduce E,. Then it follows from the Hertz potential method, or from Section IV of this paper, that all components of E and H , for two different sources, are equal if E, and Hz are equal. 
(tc) = -H,,(at t).
Therefore, we require We now define this to be the reaction (ct) with an arbitrary test source f, thus specifying c uniquely. The first term represents a quadrupole consisting of two opposing z magnetic dipoles separated in the y direction: the next term represents a quadru-quadrupole and so on. Hence, the source c so defined gives zero E , and the same Hz as a unit x-directed electric dipole d at the same point.
I t remains to find another multipole combination which gives zero Hz and the same E , as the unit x directed electric dipole d. We therefore take f as a unit zdirected electric dipole and make The first term represents an octupole consisting of zdirected electric dipoles with a shift in the z direction and a shift in the x direction, and so on for the other terms.
Finally, since the combination of c and b gives the same E, and Hz as d, it follows that for any test source t ,
(ct) and (bt) being specified by (74) and (SO). We have thus represented a horizontal dipole as a combination of vertical (electric and magnetic) dipoles concentrated at the same point.
This result enables us to solve the problem of an arbitrary source above a plane on which n . E = 0 and n.H=O, a problem which was raised in Section 111. The method of solution is as follows. The source can be split into vertical and horizontal dipoles and, by the results of this section, the horizontal dipoles can be replaced by vertical dipoles in various multipole arrangements. Now the method of images can be applied to the vertical dipoles (it cannot be applied to horizontal dipoles because of the peculiar boundary conditions). It will be found that the image of a vertical dipole is equal and opposite to the object. The image of a vertical vertical quadrupole is the same as the object but for a vertical horizontal quadrupole i t is opposite. I n general, it will be found that a horizontal displacement of a vertical dipole has no effect on the phase of the image and a vertical displacement introduces a phase reversal. Comparing (74) and (80), we see that (SO) has one more vertical displacement; ;.e., an extra differentiation in the z direction. Thus, the image of the equivalent electric multipoles b has one more phase reversal than the image of the equivalent magnetic multipoles c , assuming the primary source consists of electric dipoles. (If their phases were the same, these images could obviously be lY53 Rumsey: Some New F m of Hu.ygens' Principle Sll5 combined to give a horizontal dipole image.) Specifically, the image of a unit horizontal electric dipole is represented by b -c , where b and c axe the sources defined in (80) and (74).
In this way, we obtain an explicit solution to the problem of an arbitrary source above a plane on which E-n=O and H-n=O. The existence of such a solution, which satisfies Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions, demonstrates that the boundary conditions are consistent with
Maxwell's equations. This point was covered in Section I11 by a completely different approach, an approach which, however, left some question as to whether the solution for an arbitrary source was unique, because a plane wave at normal incidence is unaffected by these boundary conditions. Since we have found that the reflection is perfect (ie., the images are all of magnitude equal to the object), this fact does not affect the result for a source of finite size.
APPENDIX THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS E, = O H,=O

APPLIED TO WAVEGUIDE MODES
Suppose that a waveguide is blocked by a uniform medium which extends over z 2 0, the region z S 0 being filled with air. Let the medium be anisotropic as described in Section I11 so that the environment parameters Y and 2 are represented by tensors.
In rectangular coordinates, with the z axis as the waveguide ' axis, we take Y and 2 to be diagonal; ie., and then see what happens as they approach zero. The problem is to find the field due to a wave traveling dou7n the air filled portion (~5 0 ) towards the boundary atz=O.
As a preliminary, let us see whether the Hertz potential method works in the anisotropic medium. We t q 7 a solution in the form and if p and a are pure imaginary, as in a lossless medium, y is pure real. Thus, as p+O, all modes die out exponentially with infinite rapidity, even though there is no loss. The effect of letting p-+O can be pictured as similar to the effect of introducing perfectly conducting filaments parallel to the z axis and very close together. This is like subdividing the waveguide into many small waveguides each of which would have an extremely high cutoff frequency. I n the limit, any frequency would be cut off, resulting in the exponential decay of all modes.
Suppose that the incident wave is a TE mode so that it can also be represented by a Hertz potential function. Since the tangential components of E and H must be continuous at z = 0, the transverse function F must be the same for the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves. Thus, n7e can write for the Hertz potentials f,
I 5 0 j o = (Aeyoz + Be-yOz)F(xy), (8'7) z 2 0 f = CerzF(xy). The first pair applies to the medium characterized by Y and Z, and the second pair applies to air, characterized by Yo and Zo. The field, represented by E or HI
